
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1  Conclusions About Products 

Based on the results achieved from the whole process of research and 

development of learning media in the form of a model infographic video explainer, it 

can be summarized as follows. 

1. The process of developing thematic English video learning aims to complete 

the book of Thematic English Textbook My Earth made by Nurul Hikmah. This 

video learning are developed using several software, namely: Filmora, Powtoon, 

ice cream screen recorder, format factory, text to speech reader 

2. This video learning can be used as a guide for lecturers and students in the 

learning process in class for face-to-face learning with the guidance of the 

teacher (as facilitator) and independent learning where students can do the 

exercises, questions and tasks contained in this video learning alone or with 

friends outside of the class. 

5.2  Information on Product Use  

Researchers suggest that to improve the quality and benefits of the 

development of learning media products in the form video learning, we need to 

consider a number of things as follows. 



1. Learning media in the form of a model video learning can be used as a tool in 

the process of learning English in the classrooms or in computer laboratories with 

teachers or without teachers. 

2. Learning media in the form of video can be used by students learning 

independently at home, also can be used to explore the material before being 

taught by the teacher in the classroom and review the material afterward. 

5.3  Further Dissemination and Product Development 

Further Product Dissemination or product dissemination as a result of the 

development in the form of thematic video learning is carried out in various ways. 

Dissemination in a narrow and broad scope as follows. 

a. Dissemination in classes for each student can be done by duplicating media 

using flash disk or compact disk. 

b. Dissemination of products through electronic media, but first adjust the 

format, for example in You Tube, Websynamic, Android applications, and 

even the Apps Store. So as to produce learning media that can be used widely. 

5.4  Suggestion  

Several suggestions from the result of developing Thematic English 

Textbook for Students of Primary School Teacher Education Study Program,are as 

follow: 



a. researcher suggests for the next researchers to enrich the instrument of data 

collection since researcher only used open-ended questionnaire and interview. 

There should be more objective instrument like tests with certain optional to 

get more data in determining students’ need.  

b.  Video explain can be developed on broader material that cover the entire 

theme with longer development time  

c. The process of designing product designs (illustrations and storyboards), 

making media, and revisions can be done more optimally, so that the resulting 

media become better and more effective. 

d. Need to do further research such as classroom action research (CAR) or 

experimental research involving a control class to measure the effectiveness of 

the use of instructional media in the form of video learning of classes that use 

and do not use media. 

e. A series of trials should be carried out in several classes, so they can measure 

and test the feasibility of the media and produce quality learning media. 

f. Development of learning media makes it possible to continue to be developed 

in the form of other computer-assisted learning media. Product development is 

adapted to existing technological advancements, production costs, ability of 

the development team, description of technology mastery by prospective users, 

flexibility, effectiveness, and efficiency.  

g. for the next reseacher who has interest in the similar scope of this study, need 

to implement this kind of research to other major beside primary school 



teacher education study program. Therefore, comparation of these studies can 

reveal whether the related approaches and methodology can be applied in other 

major of study program. 

 

 


